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What we in America have been up against for 60 years
What we in America have been up against for 60 years via brainwashing by the far-left,
socialists, and Marxist ideologues in our country who are now in positions of the highest
power in this country in our universities, media, and our government. Take a few
minutes. Watch this. Then look around at what has happened to our country and our
Constitution this year. We are in the end stages of this long term strategy of people like
Saul Alinsky (author of Rules for Radicals) and Professors Cloward and Piven, authors of
the "Cloward-Piven Strategy", both of which are designed to bring down America and
convert our system of government to totalitarian socialist system of government to one
similar to what exists now in Venezuela, with eventually Obama being President for life,
if he gets away with his plan and step one is accomplished and he gets sworn in for his
first term. In fact Hugo Chavez and his government is secretly backing Obama, imo, via
Chavez's close contacts to Bill Ayers. Watch this below video. Google on the "ClowardPiven Strategy" and "orchestrated crisis" and read the top two articles. Learn how Obama
is a master at these two strategies and tactics which he learned from Alinsky disciples in
Chicago as a Community Organizer and from Professors Cloward and Piven themselves
when he attended Columbia University in NY where those two professors teach political
science. Google on "Ayers Klonsky Social Justice" and "Obama Ayers Klonsky
campuswatch" and then "Obama Ayers Klonsky nexus". See how long and how well both
financially and socially these families have been interconnected in Chicago. Learn what
the "Small Schools Workship" is all about and what Klonsky and Ayers, both committed
Marxists bent on the downfall of America is all about and its real purpose, to brain wash
our kids via rewriting text books to teach "social justice" and "economic fairness", the
current code words for socialism. These guys, Ayers and Klonsky, were not just guys in
the neighborhood. This has been a long, long term relationship and plot by these people,
backed by massive amounts of money from unknown foreign sources and manpower
provided by ACORN, an organization founded by Wade Rathke, a Saul Alinsky disciple,
to convert our form of government to full fledged socialism. We are now moving swiftly
down that path using the politics or "orchestrated crisis" to move faster and faster
pursuing the final goal of the Cloward-Piven strategy. We are at a cross roads. Can this
still be stopped? I hope so. If not, God save America and us all. All JMHO.

Mountain Publius Goat
http://www.obamacitizenshipfacts.org
"The American people will never knowingly adopt Socialism. But under the name of
liberalism they will adopt every fragment of the Socialist program,until one day America
will be a Socialist nation without knowing how it happened." Norman Thomas
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